Motivating managers to be faithful agents of shareholders is a foundational challenge of corporate governance. The tax system is regularly conscripted in this effort. 2 In addition, tax also can affect managerial agency costs in ways policymakers do not intend or even recognize. Yet although the tax system influences managerial agency costs in a number of ways, many of these effects have attracted only limited scholarly attention; tax experts rarely focus on agency costs, while corporate experts seldom have detailed knowledge of tax. To fill this gap, this chapter of the Oxford Handbook on Corporate Law and Governance canvasses a broad range of ways that tax influences managerial agency costs, focusing especially on the United States.
In doing so, this chapter has two goals. The first is to help corporate law experts target managerial agency costs more effectively. The analysis here flags when tax is likely to exacerbate agency costs, and when it is likely to mitigate them. Armed with this information, corporate law experts have a better sense of how vigorous a contractual or corporate law response they need. In some cases, a change in the tax law may also be justified. This chapter's second goal, then, is to enhance our understanding of tax rules, shedding light on a set of welfare effects that are important but understudied. After all, tax policy is more likely to enhance welfare if policymakers weigh all possible welfare effects, including managerial agency costs.
Overall, the U.S. tax system's record in influencing agency costs is not encouraging. After all, the system's priority is not to reduce agency costs, but to raise revenue efficiently and fairly. Government tax experts do not usually have the expertise or motivation to tackle corporate governance problems. Tax also is a poor fit because it typically applies mandatorily and uniformly, while responses to agency cost should be molded to the context. For example, promoting stock options or leverage will be valuable in some settings, but disastrous in others. There also are political hurdles to be overcome. Accordingly, when tax rules target agency costs, the results often are poorly tailored or even counterproductive. This is all the more true when tax influences agency costs by accident, instead of by design.
Fortunately, the effects are not all bad. On the positive side of the ledger, U.S. tax rules encourage performance-based pay both intentionally and inadvertently, albeit in blunt ways. 3 In addition, by taxing intercompany dividends, the U.S. keeps block-holders in one firm from indirectly controlling other firms. In so doing, tax discourages "pyramidal" ownership, which is a common source of agency costs in other jurisdictions. 4 U.S. tax rules also encourage leverage, which usually (but not always) mitigates managerial agency costs. 5 Likewise, some tax rules
A. Agency Costs, Free Riding, and Externalities
In theory, a tax rule that successfully enhances corporate governance is appealing, since poor governance leads to suboptimal allocations of capital, less innovation, inflated costs, and slower economic growth. Of course, a government role is unnecessary if shareholders are effective in monitoring management. Yet although monitoring is in their collective interest, individual shareholders would prefer to free ride on others. As a result, monitoring usually is undersupplied. By compensating for this free riding, the government can enhance welfare.
B. An Existing and Potentially Persuasive Mechanism to Influence Managers
Even though there is a plausible case for government intervention, is tax the right instrument? One advantage is that managers pay attention to tax. They want to reduce their own tax liabilities as well as the firm's tax bill (as long as doing so isn't costly to them). Using this existing mechanism for communicating government policy to management avoids the costs of building another from scratch.
Of course, tax considerations are not always persuasive to managers. While executives want to reduce the firm's tax bill (and, of course, their own), they have other priorities as well, such as maximizing the firm's accounting earnings. Indeed, managers sometimes favor book over tax when these goals are in conflict.
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C. Mismatch in Institutional Focus and Expertise
Another limitation of using tax to constrain agency costs is the mismatch in institutional focus and expertise. Many government tax experts do not have deep experience with key corporate governance problems or potential solutions. Most do not view these issues as central to their mission. This lack of focus and expertise helps explain why some tax rules targeting agency costs pursue misguided goals, while others pursue sensible goals in poorly tailored ways.
D. Political Constraints and Symbolic Legislation
These deficiencies sometimes derive also from political dynamics. In enacting these rules, Congress often responds to critical media reports about a particular practice. At the same time, organized interest groups exert offsetting pressure to keep this response limited. A politically expedient reaction, then, is to target the abuse, while allowing an obscure way for it to continue. Since these rules and the targeted practices are usually complex, unsophisticated constituents are unlikely to know how narrow the response was. As a result, government officials can claim credit with these constituents without alienating affected interest groups.
E. Poorly Tailored Scope: The Drawbacks of Uniform and Mandatory Rules
These political constraints, combined with the mismatch in expertise and institutional focus, tend to breed poorly tailored rules. Some are easy to avoid. A modest tweak allows a firm or manager to dodge a well-deserved penalty or claim an unwarranted benefit. Other measures are too broad. A practice that compounds agency costs in one setting may mitigate them in another. The answer can vary by industry, firm size, dispersion of share ownership, overall market conditions, and so forth. The tax authorities may not be sensitive to these differences. In addition, unlike corporate law, whose default rules can be tailored to a firm's circumstances, tax rules usually are mandatory and uniform. In principle, tax rules could vary with the context or be waivable (e.g., by a board or shareholder vote), but this sort of tax rule is rare.
In navigating these tax rules, firms typically rely on the ingenuity of law firms, compensation consultants, and other professional advisors. Their services do not come cheap, and shareholders usually are footing the bill. These planning costs are regrettable even when the goal is to reduce agency costs -and all the more so when the opposite goal is pursued.
F. The Magnitude of the Penalty or Subsidy
In targeting agency costs, tax subsidies or penalties must have not only the right scope but also the right magnitude. In other words, the amount has to be calibrated to the relevant externality. Unfortunately, though, government tax experts are unlikely to have the expertise to pick the right level, especially if the externality varies with the context. An additional problem is that the level varies with the taxpayer's marginal rate when a deduction or exclusion is used. 13 Yet marginal rates obviously are not set with managerial agency costs in mind. For example, a firm with substantial net operating losses, which would not pay taxes anyway, could be immune from the penalty. If anything, this seems backwards. Firms may be unprofitable because of agency costs, and these firms should not be left out. Moreover, to the extent that marginal rates otherwise vary with income -as is more true of LLCs (subject to individual rates) than corporations (subject to largely flat corporate rates) in the U.S. -the penalty or subsidy is lower for less profitable firms. Credits and some excise taxes can avoid these problems, as can rules that affect the tax bill of the manager instead of the firm.
G. Imposition on the Wrong Party
13 A deduction is worth the amount of tax that is avoided, which in turn depends on the taxpayer's marginal rate. If a firm has a 35% marginal rate, then a dollar of deductions avoids 35 cents of tax. If the marginal rate is 25%, a dollar of deductions is worth only 25 cents.
There is another reason to target the manager instead of the firm: the manager is more likely to pay attention. After all, a manager who wastes the firm's money on lavish offices or travel accounts presumably will not mind inflating the firm's tax bill. Since tax is complex and esoteric, shareholders may not notice. In contrast, managers usually will know (and care) about their own tax liabilities. Admittedly, the latter incentive is neutralized if the firm grosses the manager up. But, at least in some cases, a gross-up could discourage the relevant practice by calling more attention to it.
H. Accidental Effects
These issues arise not only when the government uses the tax law deliberately (so-called "Pigouvian" measures), but also when effects are unintended. For example, a goal pursued by the tax system, such as reducing compliance costs or blocking a form of tax planning, could end up affecting agency costs as well. In some cases, government tax experts may not even be aware of these accidental effects. When they are, they often won't consider them their problems to solve.
This mismatch in expertise and mission is a problem, then, not only because tax experts are unlikely to craft a successful Pigouvian measure, but also because they are unlikely to consider managerial agency costs when making run-of-the-mill tax policy decisions. Tax experts may overvalue a tax rule that fares well on traditional tax policy criteria but has adverse corporate governance effects. Likewise, they may undervalue a rule that is weak on traditional criteria but diminishes managerial agency costs. Of course, agency costs are not a trump that always should override these traditional tax policy considerations, but they should not be neglected either.
For parallel reasons, an interdisciplinary perspective is also valuable for corporate governance experts. For example, if a change in tax law exacerbates agency costs, corporate experts should consider an offsetting change in contracts, corporate law, or securities law. Admittedly, though, this sort of coordination is a delicate matter, which requires enough tax expertise to know of the change and its likely effect on agency costs. There are good reasons, then, for the government to develop more interdisciplinary expertise, although it may be optimistic to expect them to do so. Practitioners and academic commentators can play a valuable role in identifying unintended effects and suggesting reforms to respond to them.
I. Randomness and Instability
Just as tax effects can be enacted unintentionally, they also can be repealed unintentionally. The tax rule can change for policy or political reasons having nothing to do with corporate governance. When this happens, the good news is that executives are unlikely to capture the process. The bad news is that changes are essentially random. They are as likely to exacerbate agency costs as to mitigate them.
II. Compensation
To see how these dynamics play out, we turn to a key setting in which tax influences agency costs: executive compensation. In the U.S., a number of Pigouvian tax provisions regulate executive pay. Some pursue worthy goals in imperfect ways, while others are misguided. There also are unintended effects. In some cases, the tax system has its own reasons to target activity that could compound agency costs. In other cases, the effects are essentially an accident. Ironically, the unintended effects have a somewhat better track record, a reality that does not inspire confidence.
A. Pigouvian Provisions Encouraging Performance-Based Pay
Performance-Based Pay: A Standard Response to Agency Costs
In general, managers should earn more for doing good work, but this is easier said than done. If cash bonuses reward executives for meeting specified goals, the right goals must be set and progress must be measured in ways that are hard to manipulate. Alternatively, equity compensation can motivate executives to raise the stock price, but it has three familiar problems. First, equity compensation can tempt managers to use accounting gimmicks (or fraud) to raise the stock price. Second, this pay often rewards executives for general market increases. Third, stock and options create different incentives. Unlike stockholders, option-holders generally do not benefit from dividends, so option grants can exacerbate agency costs by discouraging dividends.
14 Option grants also encourage more risk-taking than stock grants. 15 This incentive often is valuable, since managers tend to be more risk-averse than shareholders. Yet options sometimes induce too much risk.
The right mix of stock, options, and bonuses, then, depends on a broad range of contextspecific factors, including the business's maturity, its debt-equity ratio, general market conditions, the executive's overall portfolio and risk preferences, the extent of shareholder monitoring, and the type of industry (since risk-taking at banks, for instance, creates unique concerns). One-size-fits-all answers will not be optimal, and sometimes are quite flawed. Compared to cash compensation, U.S. tax on equity compensation generally is deferred. 16 During this deferral period, the employer can invest the cash it otherwise would have used to pay cash compensation. When the firm pays tax on these investments, it in effect serves as a surrogate taxpayer for the employee. 17 This arrangement is tax-advantaged, as Daniel Halperin and Alvin Warren have shown, "if the employer earns an after-tax return on the deferred compensation that is higher than that available to the employee." 18 This can happen, for instance, if the firm uses this cash to buy back its stock (e.g., to hedge its obligation on the executive compensation), since (unlike executives) firms are not taxed on gains in their own stock. 19 In other cases, though, the firm cannot earn a higher after-tax return than the executive.
Tax Deferral for Equity Compensation
For example, if the firm invests in stock of a third party, its tax rate could be higher than the executive's tax rate on the same investment. 20 In this case, the arrangement is not tax advantaged, once all the parties' tax burdens are considered. 
Favoring Bonuses and Stock Options: A Worthy Goal Sometimes, But Not Always
Section 162(m) accords a clearer tax advantage to equity compensation (and other performance-based pay), but in a blunt way. It denies a deduction for pay above $1 million to certain senior executives. 22 When enacted in 1993, Section 162(m) was explained as a limit on the amount of pay. Indeed, if managers capture the process that sets their pay, tax is one of the instruments that can be deployed in response. 23 Nevertheless, the main effect of Section 162(m) has been on the type of pay, since it offers a widely-used exception for "performance-based compensation." 24 To qualify, pay must be "solely on account of the attainment of . . . pre-established, objective performance goals," and attaining these must be "substantially uncertain." 25 In response, firms shifted from cash compensation to stock options and stock appreciation rights ("SARs") in the 1990s, 26 something they were doing for other reasons anyway. Options and SARs qualify as long as they are not inthe-money when issued, as do earnings-based bonuses if the target is challenging enough.
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Section 162(m) has introduced potentially useful process requirements. A committee of independent directors must set performance-based targets and confirm that they have been met. 28 In addition, shareholders must vote to approve material terms. 29 These requirements could mitigate agency costs in some cases.
Yet Section 162(m) has also distorted compensation practices in unfortunate ways. For example, the formula for computing performance-based pay can provide discretion to reduce pay, but not to increase it. 30 This asymmetry can justify (or rationalize) a more generous formula, since the resulting number can be cut but not raised. If compensation committees then reduce the number, they can claim to be holding the line on pay -by offering less than was authorized -even as they award a substantial increase over the prior year.
Section 162(m) also creates a preference for options and SARs over stock, which is not always advisable. Restricted stock grants do not qualify as performance-based -and thus are not deductible -unless employees earn the stock grant only by satisfying a performance-based standard (e.g., an earnings-based bonus paid in stock). In deciding whether to compensate executives with stock or options, a key question is how much risk we want executives to take. Unfortunately Section 162(m) does not account for the context-specific factors bearing on this judgment In addition, as noted above, option grants may discourage firms from paying dividends. 31 Unfortunately, section 162(m) may even have motivated some firms to commit fraud. By favoring options that were at-the-money when granted, the rule creates a tax incentive to lie about the grant date. Many firms have "backdated" options to conceal that the options were inthe-money when granted. Section 162(m) . U of Mich. Working Paper (1999) (of 297 publicly held U.S. firms that paid more than $1 million of compensation in 1992, 54 percent preserved deductibility; of these,78 percent did so through plan qualification) 27 A further advantage of at-or out-of-the-money options and SARs is that they generally are exempt from the onerous requirements of Section 409A for deferred compensation. 28 
Conventional Options Instead of Indexed Options: Worthy Goal But Imperfect Means
Another problem with Section 162(m) is that it treats options as performance-based even when they are not -or, at least, when a significant source of their value is not. Assume XYZ stock is trading at $100, and executives are given options to buy shares at $100. Let's say that the market as a whole increases by 30%, while XYZ shares rise by only 10%. Even though XYZ has significantly underperformed the market, executives still earn $10 per share. In contrast, if the overall market declines by 30%, but XYZ declines by only 1%, XYZ has significantly outperformed the market. Nevertheless, executives earn nothing on these conventional options.
To avoid this problem, the exercise price should not be a fixed number. Instead, it should float with the overall market or with the performance of industry competitors. 33 For example, the exercise price on an "indexed" option can be 1/20 th of the S&P 500 (e.g., if the S&P 500 is 2000 when the option is granted). Yet even though an indexed option is more performancebased, Section 162(m) does not distinguish between it and a conventional option.
On the contrary, Section 162(m) actually favors conventional options over indexed options in a range of ways. First, the process requirements for conventional options are more relaxed than for indexed options. 34 Second, conventional options offer pay that is not really performance-based, but is still deductible. These options offer two sources of value: a firmspecific bet, which is performance-based, and a general market bet, which is not. As a result, compensating executives with conventional options is like giving them indexed options along with extra cash that is invested in a diversified portfolio.
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Finally, there is even an argument that indexed options cannot qualify as "performancebased pay," although the better view is that they can. The concern derives from Section 162's legislative history, which suggests that stock options are performance-based only if they reward increases in the stock price. 36 If this is the rule, indexed options may not pass muster; they 33 Schizer, Indexed Options, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined., at 1941. 34 Conventional options comply with the so-called "performance goal requirement" if they are issued at-the-money or out-of-the-money, so that "the amount of compensation the employee could receive is based solely on an increase in the value of the stock after the date of the grant or award." 1.162-27(e)(2)(vi). In contrast, this language -and the process short-cut it provides -does not apply to indexed options; rather, indexed options offer a return if the stock prices increases more (or decreases less) than the index, and not "solely" if the stock price increases. As a result, indexed options are subject to the more rigorous process requirements governing earnings based bonuses. 35 Assuming this market exposure represents half of a conventional option's value, a package of $1 million in conventional options and $1 million in cash is roughly comparable to one of $500,000 in indexed options and $1.5 million of cash, of which $500,000 is invested in the stock market. A difference is that the executive loses the $500,00 stock market portfolio if the firm-specific bet is sufficiently unsuccessful. In other words, if the firm declines in value in a rising stock market, the executive gets no return. This is different from a package composed of an indexed option and a separate investment in the S&P, since the executive would still have the latter even if the former expires worthless. 36 Even so, ISOs are used beyond this narrow setting presumably because managers care more about their taxes than the firm's taxes. In theory, a firm could instead persuade shareholders to forgo capital gains treatment by "grossing them up" with a larger (but deductible) grant that is taxed as ordinary income. 41 But managers may be reluctant to accept this trade because the gross-up would be more visible to shareholders than the lost deduction. As a result, even though the tax law limits the size of ISO grants, executives often receive the largest allowable grant. Ironically, a form of pay that is supposed to target agency costs is probably overused for agency cost reasons.
Deferred Compensation: Worthy Goal But Imperfect Means
Managers are supposed to be faithful agents not only to shareholders but also to creditors. A familiar concern is that when insolvency is likely, executives take unwise risks hoping to save the company (and their jobs). If the bet doesn't pay off, creditors will be hurt, but the executive 37 Section 162(m)(4)(C). 38 If this interpretation is not fully reassuring, the option's terms can be adjusted to avoid rewarding executives whose stock price declines. A (partially) indexed option can reward executives if the firm outperforms the index, but only if the stock price also appreciates. For example, if the stock price is $100 and the S&P 500 is 2000 on the grant date, the exercise price can be the greater of: (a) 1/20 th of the S&P 500; and (b) $100. 39 For example, the taxpayer must satisfy a 12-month holding period for the option and another 12-month holding period for the stock, and the options must not be issued in-the-money. 40 In contrast, nonqualified options (NQOs) allow the firm to deduct the same amount that employees include as ordinary income, which generally is the difference between the stock price and the exercise price when the option is exercised. 41 On an ISO grant of 100 shares, each dollar of share appreciation gives the executive $80, but it costs the firm a full $100 (because this cost is not deductible). If instead the executive receives a nonqualified grant of 140 shares, both the executive and the firm are better off: the executive has $84.56 ($140 minus $55.44 in tax), while the firm spends only $91 (since it can deduct $49).
has little to lose. 42 In response, the interests of managers and creditors can be aligned by giving managers deferred compensation so they become unsecured credits. 43 A tax preference can promote deferred compensation by offering higher after-tax returns if pay is deferred.
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Even so, deferred compensation reduces agency costs only if structured properly. To expose this pay to the risks of bankruptcy, it should not be paid too soon after the executive retires. 45 Yet U.S. executives can accelerate this pay by incurring a 20% penalty. 46 They will be willing to incur this cost if bankruptcy is imminent, which means acceleration is most likely when it is most problematic. 47 Deferred compensation also should be disclosed clearly, and it
should not be performance-based or encourage executives to take risks. 48 However, according to Robert Jackson and Colleen Honigsberg, these conditions are often violated. 
Golden Parachutes: Misguided Goal
The U.S. also imposes a Pigouvian tax on golden parachutes, or payments to managers when their employer is sold. Presumably, the concern is that parachutes make managers too willing to accept acquisitions. 50 Yet this provision neglects the strong management interest in resisting acquisitions, which can eliminate their jobs. In tempering this self-interested impulse, parachutes align shareholder and management interests in many cases, and should not be discouraged. 44 In the U.S., for instance, nonqualified plans are taxed favorably if the employer's tax rate on investment earnings is lower than the employee's rate. Halperin & Warren, supra note 17, at 12-13 ("any benefit from nonqualified deferred compensation is due entirely to the difference between the employer's and the employee's after-tax rate of return on income earned by investing the deferred amount"). 45 Robert J. Jackson, Jr. & Colleen Honigsberg, The Hidden Nature of Executive Retirement Pay 100 VA. L. REV. 479, 486 (2014) ("for retirement arrangements to serve as inside debt the executive must, in the event of bankruptcy, recover amounts comparable to those recovered by the company's other unsecured creditors"). 46 Section 409A(a)(1)(B). 47 Jackson & Honigsberg, supra note 45, at 503 ("But the provision instead merely limits accelerations to cases in which executives are most certain that bankruptcy is coming. . . ."). 48 Id. at 486 ("Unlike bonuses or stock-based pay, which reward managers for taking risk, fixed payments encourage executives to avoid risks that might render the firm insolvent"). " 49 Id. at 506 (estimating that $32,500 of annual compensation is hidden through deferred compensation for the average executive in their sample). 50 Unfortunately, Section 4999 imposes a 20% excise tax on "excess parachute payments," which generally are the excess over three year's salary. This penalty applies not only to cash payments, but also to the accelerated vesting of stock and options. These grants appreciate if there is an acquisition premium, so this appreciation -a significant percentage of most parachutes 52 -increases the excise tax bill. Yet it makes no sense to penalize managers for a deal premium that benefits shareholders.
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The tax penalty on parachutes is misguided also in imposing costs on the firm, instead of on management. Experts must be retained to value this accelerated vesting, and this difficult and costly process is funded by shareholders. In addition, Section 280G disallows the firm's deduction for excess parachute payments (as well as payments "grossing up" managers for the excise tax). But if managers really put their own interests ahead of the firm, as this regime assumes, why would a tax penalty on the firm deter them?
B. Shared Interests: Hedging Stock Options and Suspicion of Hedged Positions
Although the focus so far has been on tax effects that are intentional, unintended effects can also be important. In fact, one of U.S. tax law's main contributions to corporate governancediscouraging executives from hedging their stock options -arose by accident. Options are supposed to reduce agency costs by rewarding executives when the firm's stock price rises, but executives can thwart this goal by neutralizing this exposure with derivatives. 54 Although firms
should have contractual bans on hedging, only some do. U.S. securities laws can require reporting, but it can be obscure and is required only in some cases.
Instead, U.S. tax law plays an important but largely unintended role. 55 Hedging stock options is unappealing because it can trigger tax even when executives have no economic gain. Although the relevant rules are technical, the executive's problem is that stock option gains are taxed as ordinary income, while (offsetting) hedging losses generally are treated as capital losses, which cannot shelter ordinary income. 56 For example, assume an executive's options appreciate by $1 million after she hedges them. She has an extra $1 million of ordinary income, which is matched by a $1 million capital loss on the hedge that cannot be deducted from ordinary income. As a result, she owes an extra $396,000 in tax, but without a corresponding economic gain. Of 53 Id. ("CEOs obtain [equity appreciation] only because shareholders as a group receive a premium price from the buyer. Therefore, to the extent that a conflict of interest exists between CEOs and shareholders in connection with merger negotiations, the conflict must arise from" other components of parachutes). 54 For instance, an executive who receives a compensatory option to buy 10,000 shares at $100 might sell a similar over-the-counter call option to a derivatives dealer so the two positions essentially cancel each other out. 55 Schizer, Executives and Hedging, supra note 3, at 440. 56 Only a modest amount of capital loss can be used to offset ordinary income each year. Some hedges generate ordinary losses, but involve comparable problems. See generally Schizer, Executive and Hedging, supra note 3.
course, she still has $1 million of capital losses, but she cannot use them unless she has $1 million of capital gains elsewhere in her portfolio. 57 Unlike the Pigouvian measures discussed above, the relevant tax rules here are not meant to target managerial agency costs. Rather, tax systems have their own reasons to penalize offsetting positions. In a realization-based system, gains and losses can be timed in ways that reduce tax; in response, capital loss and other limitations are supposed to impede this tax planning. These rules were added by the tax system for its own reasons, but they end up playing a valuable corporate governance role.
Even so, these rules are incomplete and potentially unstable. They apply only if equity compensation is taxed as ordinary income, which is true of nonqualified options but not (always) of stock. Although stock grants usually are taxed as ordinary income when they vest, executives can elect to pay tax earlier, so that subsequent appreciation is capital gain. After this "83(b) election," executives can hedge stock without any tax mismatch. 58 Unlike option grants, then, stock grants sometimes can be hedged. This difference is all the more significant because stock grants have increasingly been replacing option grants in recent years. 59 Not only is this tax effect becoming less important, but it also is at risk of being repealed. A range of tweaks in U.S. tax law could solve the executive's tax mismatch. 60 Since the tax authorities never intended to block hedging, they are unlikely to notice (or care) if they inadvertently stop doing so.
C. Accidental Byproducts
Accidental effects can arise not only because tax and corporate governance have partially overlapping goals, but also because of wholly unrelated choices made by the tax system. This Section offers two examples, which derive from the tax system's reluctance to require difficult valuations.
Venture Capital ("VC") and Valuation
57 If the capital loss can be used currently, but offsets long-term capital gain, it reduces tax only by $238,000. (The tax rate is assumed here to be 23.8%, which includes the 20% capital gains rate and the 3.8% net investment tax of Section 1411). As a result, the executive's tax bill still increases by $158,000. In theory, the executive could respond by adjusting the size of the hedge so the two positions are offsetting on an after-tax, instead of a pre-tax, basis. But another anti-abuse rule, the straddle rules of Section 1092, prevents this impossible by subjecting hedging gains and losses to different rates. See Schizer, Executive and Hedging, supra note 3, at 481. 58 Likewise, executives who received stock as investors (e.g., as founder of the company) also do not face this mismatch since their return also is taxed as capital gain. Also, once executives exercise their options, they can hedge the stock they receive. Yet they are also permitted to sell it, so hedging does not have the same agency costs implications, as long as it is disclosed. The first involves venture-capital-financed startups. Although this chapter focuses on public companies, privately-owned high tech start-ups also struggle with agency costs. When these firms fail, investors cannot always tell whether the idea was unworkable or managers were not working.
Equity compensation is a standard response, which the tax system enhances (inadvertently) by applying capital gains rates. Although the U.S. tax system intentionally offers a preference for startups, 61 the focus here is on an unintended preference that helps executives who receive stock in early VC funding rounds. This stock is effectively salary -issued for "sweat equity," not capital -which otherwise would be taxed at ordinary rates. Assume, for instance, that VCs pay $100 per share for their stock, and the executive receives identical shares at the same time.
Under the usual rules, the executive has $100 of ordinary income upon receiving the stock and is eligible for capital gains rates only on subsequent appreciation. 62 Nevertheless, executives prefer capital gains to ordinary income, and Silicon Valley has a strategy to provide it. The key is for VCs to receive convertible preferred stock 63 so their shares are no longer the same as the executive's common shares. If the startup is liquidated, the VC is paid first. Although the value of this preference is unclear -since early stage startups typically have few assets 64 -the standard practice is to treat the VC's preferred as much more valuable than the executive's common. When executives pay tax on the common, then, they assign a low valuation for it (e.g., one dollar, instead of the $100 paid by the VC). When they sell later, proceeds above one dollar are reported as capital gain.
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The lynchpin of this strategy -aggressive valuation -has not been explicitly blessed by the U.S. government. Even so, valuation is difficult to challenge, especially when the relevant assets are ideas (which might not work), and not hard assets. Once again, the tax system makes a choice for its own reasons -in this case, administrability -that inadvertently reduces agency costs. The resulting subsidy piggybacks on the judgments of VCs. Since the strategy works only when outside investors provide funding, it is limited to startups that attract outside investors. 61 See Section 1202 (qualified small business stock). 62 This assumes they make a Section 83(b) election. They also have the option of deferring the tax until the shares vest, but then all gain up to that point is taxed at ordinary rates. Administrability also explains why the tax system does not tax some perquisites and thus inadvertently encourages them. It is hard to tax the utility managers derive from light hours, long lunches, lavish offices, and nepotistic hiring practices. Unfortunately, though, a manager may favor these benefits for a parallel reason: they are hard for shareholders to see. While tax is unlikely to motivate these practices, then, it may reinforce them. Unlike most issues in this chapter, this issue arises in all tax systems since the administrative cost challenge is universal.
Untaxed Perquisites and Valuation
Even so, different jurisdictions target work-related consumption in particular contexts. For example, U.S. firms can deduct only half of work-related entertainment expenses. 67 Again, though, taxing the firm instead of the executive is a poor strategy. Managers who put their own interests ahead of the firm's worry less about a tax on the firm than one on them. Even a tax on managers will not have much effect, moreover, if it is too low. In the U.S., for example, executives are taxed on personal travel on corporate jets, but the tax is based on the taxpayerfriendly "standard industry fare level." The actual cost to the firm, then, significantly exceeds what the executive includes in income.
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Another tax strategy to constrain agency costs is to offer tax-free treatment only if a perquisite is available to all employees. Under these "nondiscrimination rules," executives can either offer the benefit broadly, which raises costs and can attract more attention, or pay tax on it. By raising a perquisite's visibility or imposing a tax on the executive, these rules discourage the proliferation of benefits, at least at the margin.
III. Management Decisions About Capital Structure, Hedging, and Acquisitions
Tax influences not only the pay executives receive, but also the choices they make. In a number of jurisdictions, for example, Pigouvian tax provisions discourage bribes and participation in international boycotts, while encouraging research and development, corporate charity, and various types of investments. 69 In addition to these deliberate uses of tax, unintended effects also can be quite important. In the U.S., for instance, tax influences 67 Section 274(n). 68 The firm's deduction is limited to this amount so that, again, much of the tax cost is imposed on the firm, instead of the executive. 
A. Capital Structure
The U.S. tax system has two (largely) positive effects on capital structure, and one that is less clear. First, U.S. tax rules encourage leverage, which usually (but not always) reduces agency costs. Second, it discourages pyramidal ownership by taxing intercompany dividends. Third, the U.S. tax system can distort payout policies, although the magnitude and direction of this effect varies with the context and over time.
Accidental Byproduct: Tax Advantages of Leverage
The U.S. tax system favors leverage, and debt can reduce agency costs in three ways. First, debt ensures that some earnings are distributed as interest, leaving less for pet projects and perquisites. Second, the need to pay interest pressures managers to generate earnings. Third, bankruptcy can be even more costly for managers than shareholders. Senior executives are likely to lose their jobs and could have trouble finding another. This means debt -and thus the prospect of bankruptcy -can motivate managers to perform better. These factors could help explain why share prices usually rise when firms issue debt to buy back equity.
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Context is also important since debt sometimes can add to agency costs. Managers and shareholders often have different risk appetites, and debt can increase these differences in two (competing) ways. On one hand, managers of levered firms might shy away from especially risky investments, since bankruptcy is costlier for them than for shareholders. On the other hand, once managers believe bankruptcy is likely, they have the incentive take extra risk, even if it has negative expected value. 72 Managers "swing for the fences" if anything short of a home run would not prevent bankruptcy and save their jobs. In contrast, creditors and shareholders would prefer more modest returns with higher expected value, which would increase their recoveries in bankruptcy.
Given these competing effects, the net impact of debt on agency costs varies with general market conditions, the maturity of the business, the sector, the assets backing the loan, 73 Moreover, if we look only at the tax treatment of the firm, but not the investor, we are missing half the picture. In the U.S., (taxable) investors are taxed less favorably on debt than on equity: interest is ordinary income, while dividends and capital gains are eligible for reduced rates. The importance of this offsetting disadvantage depends on who the creditor is, and also on the rate structure. 80 If the creditor is tax exempt or foreign (and thus does not pay U.S. tax), this disadvantage is irrelevant. As a result, these clienteles are especially likely to hold debt. 81 When they do, corporate cash flow funded by debt is, in effect, never taxed by the U.S. 82 However, if the creditor is taxable, the tax advantage of debt over equity depends on how the corporate tax rate (which firms avoid by using debt) compares with the extra tax investors must pay. This additional tax is the spread between the tax on interest (at ordinary rates) and dividends (at capital gains rates). Under current rates, debt has a significant advantage.
Yet the magnitude of this advantage can change over time, since ordinary and capital gains rates for individuals fluctuate. When Congress changes these rates, it usually is not focused on managerial agency costs. The same is true when government tax experts modify the interest deduction. So although the tax treatment of debt has an important influence on agency costs, it is a blunt instrument.
Pigouvian Effort to Discourage Pyramidal Ownership: Intercompany Dividends
U.S. tax rules also reduce agency costs by discouraging "pyramidal ownership." As an example of a pyramid, assume A owns 10% of B (effectively controlling it), and B owns 10% of C (effectively controlling it). This means A effectively controls C, even though it (indirectly) MULTINATIONALS (Martin Feldstein, James R. Hines, Jr. & R. Glenn Hubbard, eds.) (1995) (excess credit firms reduce their use of debt, with greater reductions in firms with more foreign assets); Rosanne Altshuler & Jack M. Mintz, U.S. Interest-Allocation Rules: Effects and Policy, 2 INT'L. TAX AND PUB. FIN. 7 (1995) (multinationals with more assets abroad have more foreign debt, presumably because domestic interest would be allocated abroad). 80 This disadvantage obviously grows as the gap widens between ordinary and capital gains rates. Graham, supra note 5, at 1082 (2003) ("If the investor-level tax on interest income (τ P ) is large relative to tax rates on corporate and equity income (τ C and τ E ), the net tax advantage of debt can be zero or even negative."); Jeffrey K. MacKieMason, Do Taxes Affect Corporate Financing Decisions? 45 J. FIN. 1471 (1990) (finding that firms slightly increased use of debt after 1986 tax reform, which reduced tax rates on interest income). 81 It is not easy, though, to document this clientele effect empirically. See Graham, supra note 5, at 1096 (2003) ("The truth is that we know very little about the identity or tax status of the marginal investors . . . ."). 82 Not surprisingly, then, there is empirical evidence that share prices rise when firms announce they are replacing equity with debt. See, e.g., Ronald W. owns only 1%. This sort of control, "assembled mainly with other people's money," can breed agency costs. 83 Yet although pyramids are the norm in many developed economies, 84 they are much less common in the U.S. One reason is that the U.S. taxes intercompany dividends (i.e., a 7% tax on dividends received by firms owning between 20% and 80% of the dividend-paying firm), while many other jurisdictions do not (e.g., the EU, Japan, Australia, Switzerland, Singapore, and Canada). 85 Commentators suggest that President Franklin Roosevelt proposed this tax in 1935
to address corporate governance problems with pyramids, 86 although others claim that pyramids were already becoming uncommon in the U.S. for other reasons. 
An Earnings Trap?
Tax also can affect agency costs by influencing firm payout policies. In general, dividends mitigate agency costs by reducing the resources under management's control. When a project is funded with retained earnings instead of new debt or equity, managers are under less pressure to demonstrate the project's value, and thus are more likely to fund perquisites and pet projects. 88 Paying dividends also is a signal of a firm's good health. 89 As a result, if tax discourages dividends, it could exacerbate agency costs. But does the U.S. tax system actually discourage dividends? The answer is somewhat complex and contextspecific. By retaining earnings, a firm defers the shareholder's dividend tax, but this deferral does not necessarily reduce the shareholders' tax burden. Obviously, this deferral is irrelevant to tax exempt shareholders. 90 For less intuitive reasons, it may also not matter to taxable shareholders: if the firm reinvests these earnings at a profit, tax ultimately is levied on a larger base (the compounded earnings). 91 Therefore, a taxable shareholder has the same after-tax return -whether the dividend is paid now or later -as long as two conditions are satisfied: first, the dividend tax has to be paid eventually (at the same tax rate); second, earnings must grow at the same (after-tax) rate either inside or outside the firm. 92 When these conditions hold, there is no tax reason to retain earnings.
Yet the plausibility of these conditions can fluctuate over time, causing the U.S. tax system to discourage dividends in some circumstances while favoring them in others. For instance, the first condition -that the dividend tax is inevitable and constant -does not hold if earnings can be bailed out another way that avoids this tax. Share repurchases are a familiar example. 93 For many years, they were taxed more favorably than dividends, 94 This sort of tax change, moreover, is another reason why dividend timing can matter. If dividend tax rates are expected to decline, there is a tax advantage in retaining earnings, so they can be distributed after the rate cut. Conversely, an expected rate increase is a reason to accelerate dividends.
The second condition -that earnings grow at the same after-tax rate whether they are reinvested or distributed -also does not always hold. If shareholders can earn a better return elsewhere, they will want a dividend. In making this judgment, shareholders should account for tax treatment, as well as pretax returns. For instance, a dividend can fund an investment in an LLC (which avoids corporate tax) or a foreign corporation (which is taxed at a lower corporate rate). In contrast, a shareholder may want to delay a dividend if reinvested earnings would compound at a favorable tax rate. For example, U.S. multinationals often do not want dividends from foreign subsidiaries, so these earnings can continue to earn tax-advantaged returns in lowtax jurisdictions. 97 Obviously, these choices about retaining or distributing earnings can affect agency costs. For example, if foreign firms are harder for shareholders to monitor, a tax incentive to keep (or shift) capital there can compound agency costs.
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This analysis is sufficiently complex that unsophisticated shareholders may not fully understand it. If so, managers could invoke tax as a pretext not to pay dividends, even if it is not (and could not be) the real reason. Yet whether the facts actually support this claim -that is, whether tax actually discourages dividends -can vary across firms and over time. 99 Indeed, repurchases more often than they use special dividends, and these firms also use open-market repurchases more often than they increase regular dividends). 96 Since 2003, dividends (like share repurchases) have been taxed at capital gains rates. But a difference still remains: Shareholders can use tax basis to reduce their tax on share repurchases, but not on dividends. For the firm itself, though, the tax burden is the same: deductions are not available for either dividends or share repurchases. See Section 162(k) (disallowing deduction for expenses associated with share repurchases). during the Great Depression, an undistributed earnings tax was enacted to encourage dividends, but was soon repealed. 100 Instead of this stick, the U.S. used a carrot in 2003, slashing the shareholder tax from 35% to 15%. Dividends increased in response, 101 especially where executives (or large taxable block-holders) owned relatively more stock . 102 Correspondingly, just before this tax cut was supposed to expire, firms accelerated dividends -paying one-time "special" dividends and shifting January dividends into December -so the lower rate would still apply.
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B. Hedging
In addition to influencing payout policy in some cases, tax also can affect the decision of firms to hedge. Corporations often use derivatives to hedge currency, interest rates, commodity prices, and other sources of revenue or costs. The pervasiveness of hedging is something of a puzzle since diversified shareholders are already insulated from these fluctuations. For instance, while a spike in fuel prices is bad for airlines, it is good for oil companies. Because diversified shareholders hold both, firm-level hedging seems wasteful to them.
Yet managers may take a different view because they are less diversified. Hedging protects their human capital by keeping the firm out of bankruptcy. It also can smooth earnings, increasing earnings-based bonuses. While agency costs may explain some hedging, there are other explanations as well. For example, hedging can protect retained earnings so the firm does not depend as heavily on the capital markets, with their associated information and transaction costs.
In addition, tax supplies two additional reasons (or excuses) to hedge. First, hedging can increase a firm's debt capacity by reducing the likelihood of financial distress. 104 This enables firms to take on more debt so they can shelter more profits with interest deductions. Second, hedging can smooth earnings, reducing the likelihood of net losses that firms cannot deduct.
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While the first reason arises only when debt-financed profits are tax-favored, as in the U.S., the second reason applies in any tax system that limits net losses.
C. Acquisitions
Tax also can motivate and shape acquisitions. In some cases, tax is a key reason for the deal. For instance, a U.S. firm may want to combine with a foreign firm in order to become a foreign firm for tax purposes, thereby reducing its tax bill. 106 Even if tax is not the deciding factor, it is still likely to shape the deal's structure.
Agency Cost Implications of Acquisitions: Entrenchment, Empire-Building, and Camouflage
Affecting the probability or structure of an acquisition is important, since wise acquisitions can advance shareholder interests for familiar reasons. They transfer a business to new owners who value it more, for instance, because of synergies in production, better management, and the like. In addition, the possibility of being replaced in an acquisition can discipline management.
For parallel reasons, managers may resist being acquired. They want to preserve their jobs, as well as private benefits from controlling the target business, such as higher pay for managing a larger firm. Managers may also worry about becoming less diversified, as discussed above. Just as selling is unappealing to management, buying can be correspondingly appealing, since "empire building" offers diversification and private benefits of control. In addition, the complexity of acquisitions can enable managers to negotiate self-interested terms that are obscure enough to escape shareholder notice. Since managers have self-interested reasons to resist being acquired, offering them special compensation in this scenario can reduce agency costs. As a result, Pigouvian taxes targeting golden parachutes are potentially counterproductive, as discussed above. 107 Instead, it would be wiser to discourage the techniques managers use to resist acquisitions. In this spirit, the U.S. has a Pigouvian tax on "greenmail," or payments to potential acquirers for ceasing efforts to acquire a firm. The concern about greenmail is that managers are using the firm's money to save their jobs 108 (although some defend the practice as a way of motivating outsiders to monitor management). 109 To discourage greenmail, Section 5881 imposes a 50% tax on greenmail gains. But it is a very blunt instrument. In addition to taxing a premium received only by greenmailers, it also taxes general market appreciation. 
Pigouvian Measures and Management Entrenchment: Parachutes and Greenmail
Accidental Byproducts: Net Operating Losses and Lock-in as Reasons (or Excuses) for Management Entrenchment
A change in control sometimes triggers tax costs that managers can invoke as a reason (or excuse) not to sell. For instance, when a firm has accumulated tax losses that it cannot use currently ("net operating losses" or "NOLs"), tax is a powerful reason not to be acquired. NOLs are a silver lining of losing money, since a firm can use them to avoid tax in later years. Indeed, profitable acquirers used to buy unprofitable targets in order to access their NOLs. However, to prevent this "loss trafficking," the U.S. enacted Section 382, which severely limits an acquirer's ability to use a target's tax losses. As a result, Section 382 offers firms with NOLs a compelling tax reason to avoid being acquired. Indeed, even an increase in a large shareholder's ownership stake can trigger draconian limits. In effect, NOLs become a poison pill of sorts, and also can prompt firms to adopt actual poison pills. 111 The implications for agency costs are unfortunate.
After all, a management team that has generated sizable NOLs usually should be replaced, not protected. Yet in seeking to defend the tax base, Section 382 inadvertently handed selfinterested managers an argument for keeping their jobs, while also complicating the task of 107 reviving struggling companies. 112 In approving NOL pills, moreover, Delaware courts have emboldened managers to implement other aggressive takeover defenses; NOL pills have especially low triggers -taking effect when a would-be-acquirer has acquired only 4.99% of the target -and are invoked to justify other low-trigger pills. 113 In resisting a change of control, self-interested managers also can emphasize the tax bill that would come due. Unsophisticated observers might not realize that this tax problem could be solvable, for instance, with a "tax-free" reorganization (which defers the seller's tax) or a larger deal premium to offset the seller's tax. Again, the tax system's goal here is not to protect management. The relevant tax rule -the so-called "realization rule," which defers gain or loss until the asset is sold -is supposed to make the tax system more administrable, not to influence agency costs. At the same time, rules that allow "tax-free" acquisitions have governance advantages in facilitating a more vibrant market for corporate control. 
Accidental Byproducts: Depreciation, Tax Holidays, and Avoiding Net Losses as Reasons (or Excuses) for Empire-Building
Managers can invoke tax not only as an obstacle to selling, but also as a justification for buying. Like many tax effects in this chapter, the tax advantages of acquisitions come and go. Before the 1986 tax reform, newly-purchased assets offered very generous depreciation in the U.S., so the tax advantage to purchasers could outweigh the tax cost to sellers. 115 Yet this tax advantage was eliminated when the 1986 act raised corporate capital gains rates (increasing the tax cost to sellers) and lowered corporate ordinary rates (reducing the tax benefit to buyers). 116 Even so, the pendulum swung back (to an extent) after 1993 when the U.S. enacted more generous depreciation for good will and other intangibles purchased in acquisitions.
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Likewise, the U.S. offered a temporary tax cut in 2004 when U.S. multinationals received dividends from foreign subsidiaries. To claim this "tax holiday," U.S. firms had to invest the money instead of paying dividends or buying back their shares. As a result, many used this cash for acquisitions. 118 There also is a more enduring tax justification for empire-building. A firm with diversified businesses is less likely to have net losses, which cannot be deducted (currently). 119 This advantage flows from a pervasive feature of tax systems that is unlikely to change: taxpayers usually need income to use tax losses. This tax advantage of diversification can reinforce (or rationalize) a manager's personal desire for diversification (discussed above).
Accidental Side Effects: Complexity as Camouflage
Agency costs arise not only in deciding whether to do an acquisition, but also how to do it. Various acquisition structures offer different tax consequences, 120 and faithful agents choose the structure that best serves shareholder interests. For example, U.S. buyers are likely to prefer a taxable deal, which gives them a higher tax basis and thus more depreciation. In contrast, U.S. sellers usually favor "tax-free" deals that defer their tax. To resolve this conflict, the parties should choose the structure that minimizes their combined tax liabilities (and advances their business objectives). 121 They can then share the resulting tax savings by adjusting the purchase price. 122 In this way, managers can maximize the after-tax returns of shareholders.
Like in other responsibilities, though, managers are not always faithful agents in tax planning. Self-interested tax structuring is especially hard for shareholders to monitor, since tax rules are so esoteric. For example, assume managers have self-interested reasons to buy another company. To clinch the deal, they might accommodate the seller's desire for a tax-free structure, even if a taxable deal is more tax-efficient. This is a form of overpaying, but one that is well hidden from shareholders, who are unlikely to notice the firm's lost depreciation deductions. Alternatively, instead of neglecting the firm's tax position, managers can overemphasize their own taxes. For instance, in selling the company, managers may seek to minimize their own tax bills as selling shareholders.
124 They might accept a reduced sale price in return for a "tax-free" structure, even though tax exempt and foreign shareholders (who do not owe U.S. tax anyway) would prefer a higher price. Managers who prioritize their own tax bills in this way are effectively taking money from these shareholders, but in a way that is hard to see.
Discerning the true motivation of managers is all the more difficult because deal structuring -such as the use of cash or stock as the acquisition currency -can be explained in other ways. For example, cash deals usually close more quickly and involve fewer hurdles than stock deals. 125 In addition, when an acquirer offers its own stock instead of cash, it may be signaling that its stock is overvalued. 126 Because there are competing considerations, it can be all the more difficult for shareholders to know if managers are making a value-maximizing structuring choice or a self-interested one. 127 To my knowledge, this influence of tax on corporate governance -tax structuring that camouflages self-interested deal terms -is new to the academic literature.
IV.
Tax and Monitoring: Who is Watching Management?
Although shareholders can reduce agency costs by monitoring management, individual shareholders may not have enough at stake to do so. Their legal ability and economic incentive 123 . 124 The assumption here is they received shares as equity compensation and made an 83(b) election, so they are eligible for "tax-free" treatment in selling these shares. 125 more favorable market reaction for bidder than stock bids); Shaheen, supra note 125 (cash bids generate more favorable market reaction for both target and bidder). But in explaining this difference, commentators focuses on signaling and the likelihood that the deal closes, and not on the tax difference in these structures or the possibility that managers are allocating tax costs as a less visible means of under-or over-paying. If sophisticated commentators do not focus on these issues, unsophisticated shareholders also are unlikely to do so. to monitor can be influenced by the tax system, at least to a degree. While some of these effects are intended, most are not. The tax system not only can encourage (or discourage) shareholder monitoring, but also can substitute for it (at least to a degree). After all, the government has its own revenue-related reasons to monitor management. Even so, this is a mixed blessing for shareholders. A straightforward response to this tax incentive is to incorporate overseas when starting a business. Still, this practice is relatively rare. 129 It is cheaper and easier to organize in the U.S.
A. Shareholder Monitoring
Accidental Byproduct: Inversions and Jurisdiction
Founders also are sometimes unsophisticated about tax planning or are unsure how much non-U.S. profit they will earn. In addition, key investors may want U.S. corporate law protections.
Even so, a U.S. firm can become a non-U.S. firm later. In a so-called "inversion," the U.S. entity that has been the multinational's parent becomes a subsidiary of a new non-U.S. parent. 130 Yet after a number of high profile inversions in the late 1990s and early 2000s,
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Congress responded with Section 7874, which taxes the new non-U.S. parent as a U.S. firm. Although this rule shut down this "first wave" of inversions, 132 it does not reach a firm that has substantial business operations in its new sites of incorporation. 133 In addition, the rule does not apply when a U.S. firm combines with a sufficiently large non-U.S. firm. For this combined entity to avoid being taxed as a U.S. firm, the former shareholders of the U.S. firm must own less than 80% of it. Using this rule, a wave of U.S. pharmaceutical companies have bought smaller foreign firms to become Irish, British, Dutch, or Swiss companies. 134 In these deals, shareholder protections can change, depending upon where the new firm is incorporated and what its new charter provides. 135 While the goal of these tax rules is to have a broader tax base -not to influence corporate governance -the tax system can respond to inversions in various ways, each of which has agency cost implications. One possibility is to make the tax benefits from inversions harder to claim. If this goal is pursued successfully, the incentives to reincorporate overseas (and the associated governance risks) are diminished. Another approach is to stop using the site of incorporation to define tax residence. In the U.K. and Canada, for instance, tax residence does not turn on where the firm is incorporated, but on where it is managed. Under this approach, if senior management stays in the U.S., there is no U.S. tax advantage to incorporating in the Cayman Islands. Finally, instead of trying harder to tax worldwide earnings, the U.S. can stop trying. Most developed economies have territorial systems, which tax firms only on domestic earnings, not on foreign earnings. If the U.S. adopts a territorial system, Delaware firms -like Cayman Islands or Irish firms -would not owe U.S. tax on overseas profits. There would no longer be a tax reason to leave Delaware.
Accidental Byproduct: Choice of Entity
In the U.S., tax and governance are in tension in deciding not only where to incorporate, but also what entity to use. A partnership or LLC has a familiar tax advantage over a corporation: shareholders are taxed, but the entity is not. 136 Under current law, the maximum U.S. rate for a pass-through entity is 43.4%, compared with a combined 51.5% rate for a corporation. 137 Yet this tax advantage has a governance price, although probably a lower one than inversions: pass-through entities can have weaker investor protections because corporate default rules do not automatically apply. This difference should not be overstated, since these protections can be added to the charter. 138 In addition, investors in a pass-through may not need as much legal protection. Because pass-through treatment is not available for public corporations, 139 there are fewer shareholders, so monitoring is more feasible.
Pigouvian and Unintended Incentives for Long-Term Ownership: Reduced Capital Gains Rates and Lock-in
Tax can affect monitoring also by encouraging long-term investment. To claim the U.S. capital gains preference, for example, investors must hold for at least a year. Yet this preference is an imperfect vehicle for enhancing monitoring. After all, monitoring is effective only if shareholders can influence management, something that is more plausible for large shareholders than small ones.
The analysis is similar for other ways the tax system (inadvertently) encourages longterm holding. The realization rule, in deferring tax until stock is sold, can reduce the present value of tax for those who keep it longer. 140 In the U.S., the step up in basis at death also discourages sales, since those who die with stock avoid income tax on appreciation. 141 Once again, however, the incentive to hold longer may not translate into better monitoring. In addition, there is no longer an incentive to hold when a tax-free exit is available, for instance, through hedging or a tax-free reorganization. 142 The same is true if stock prices decline; the incentive then is to sell in order to trigger tax losses. 143 In addition, the tax system has its own revenue-related reasons to verify a firm's profits, which sometimes have spillover benefits for shareholders. 152 After all, managers who cheat the government might be willing to steal from (or mislead) shareholders as well. 153 Both types of strategies use similar techniques, such as offshore accounts and off-balance sheet entities. As a result, rules protecting the fisc can (inadvertently) protect shareholders as well, as Mihir Desai and Dhammika Dharmapala have emphasized. 154 For example, when the Russian government began cracking down on offshore entities, the Russian stock market reacted favorably. 155 The (bizarre) implication is that managers were stealing more than the Russian government was seeking in taxes.
These spillover benefits are more obvious when book and tax accounting are conformed. 156 In these circumstances, when the tax system demands greater transparency, shareholders receive more informative financial statements. Yet the opposite can be true as well. If book-tax conformity induces firms to report less accurately (e.g., understating profits to minimize taxes), shareholders end up with less reliable information. 157 Even without book-tax conformity, tax enforcement can generate useful information for shareholders in two ways. First, if returns are publicly available -as was briefly true when the U.S. corporate tax was first enacted -they are an independent source of information; indeed, transparency was an early justification for the U.S. corporate tax. 158 Second, even if returns are confidential, managers who have to track information for tax reasons (e.g., on corporate campaign contributions) cannot invoke administrative costs as a reason to withhold it from shareholders.
Needless to say, though, government and shareholder interests are only partially aligned. To shareholders, lowering the tax bill is likely to enhance returns 159 and raise stock prices. 160 As a result, rules requiring the disclosure of tax risks, such as FAS 48, may not advance shareholder interests; while it may become easier to evaluate, tax risk is magnified if the disclosure attracts government scrutiny. 161 In general, shareholders have reason to value tax planning even more than managers, since shareholders do not bear the same downside risks. If the firm is caught being too aggressive, shareholders are unlikely to bear reputational costs, while managers could lose their jobs and even go to jail. 162 This is an agency cost, but a socially useful one.
Just as shareholders may not think they share interests with the tax authorities, the reverse can also be true. The priority of tax authorities is to collect tax, not to protect shareholders. As long as a firm is paying its taxes, tax collectors may not care about earnings manipulation or diversion. 163 Indeed, in a high-profile German case, tax authorities did not intervene even though they knew managers were defrauding shareholders.
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V. Conclusion
The bottom line, then, is that tax affects managerial agency costs in a broad range of ways. In the U.S., tax influences how managers are paid, how they allocate the firm's resources, and how effectively they are monitored by shareholders, as well as by the tax authorities themselves. The overall record is unimpressive, but not uniformly so.
Indeed, four effects are particularly useful in mitigating agency costs. First, tax rules discourage executives from hedging stock option grants, thereby backstopping the incentives these grants are supposed to create. Second, tax rules promote the use of equity compensation in venture-capital-backed startups. Third, the tax advantages of leverage pressure managers to issue debt, and thus to generate sufficient earnings to pay interest. Fourth, the tax on intercompany dividends discourages pyramidal ownership. Notably, only the last of these was (arguably) intended by Congress as a response to agency costs.
At the same time, three tax effects are especially pernicious. First, to the extent that tax offers a reason (or excuse) not to pay dividends, managers have more control over retained earnings, which they can use in self-interested ways. Second, it is unfortunate that managers can invoke tax losses as an argument against being acquired, since these losses are often evidence of poor management. Third, governance can suffer when tax supplies a reason (or excuse) to reincorporate in jurisdictions with weaker corporate law protections.
The reality, though, is that tax authorities are unlikely to focus on these effects. Their institutional mission is to collect taxes, not to target managerial agency costs. It is not surprising, then, that virtually all the Pigouvian measures discussed here are imperfectly tailored or even misguided. Accidental effects do not give any more cause for optimism. Some will escape the notice of government tax experts, while others will not be considered a priority. Given this track record, Congress should use tax only sparingly, if at all, to target agency costs.
Even so, there is value in charting these effects. In some (rare) cases, the tax authorities may be willing and able to adjust tax rules in ways that reduce agency costs. A more promising avenue, though, is to educate corporate governance experts about these tax effects, so they can account for them when tailoring corporate and securities law responses to agency costs.
